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Unrivaled

Elaine Mattingly
I see you, carrier of silver drum,
Windblown spectacle of hair,
Clydesdale, God of the Prance.
But you don’t have to parade for me.
I see you, shorn, eagle-eyed,
Warrior of the Club, jaguar stealth,
Aztec, Slayer of Empires,
But you don’t have to crush Spaniards for me.
I see you, Artist of Lance and Scimitar,
Savage, Genghis Khan, barbarian,
Master of Head Games, Chief Intimidator,
But you don’t have to ride bareback for me.
I see you, surprise attack,
Blazing tomahawk, throwing ax,
Hit-and-Run Thruster of Apache Knife,
But you don’t have to slit throats for me.
I see you, unrivaled in power and size,
Romanesque, Breaker of Armies,
Infamous beyond space and time,
But you don’t have to save cities for me.
I see you, Immortal, Particulate Splendor,
Wide as any galaxy, Infinite, Everything To Me,
Come, let’s smell the roses.
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Flying

Rebecca Minardi

The girl fumbles with the broken handle and uses her
shoulder to help thrust the door open. She steps over a
sleeping man’s legs out of habit, not glancing down, but
instead out to the moon-drenched street. Weaving between
rusted bike frames and splintered bottles, the girl heads
north. Her mind is a void, shapeless and vast, blending well
with the gutted buildings on either side. She won’t sigh, as
there is no one here to think on its meaning. The world is
blacks and blues and browns and grays. A shadow flits across
her blank face for a moment, but this too is gone.
She cuts east toward the trestle bridge and her shoulders
slump slightly, tightening against a remembered cold on this
dry summer night. She allows a thought to hover and briefly
stay, barely intelligible words strung together like a chant:
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pointless, worthless, endless, less, less, less. She sees her
body cut in and out of this space; it jags left and stutters like
broken footage from a film reel. She pushes all words out
again, feeling the void, letting her breath become shallow.
The bridge is ahead of her and oiled water seeps beneath it;
the moon doesn’t bother reflecting here. She sees, hears, feels
nothing—all senses paused. Her fingers move reflexively
over a burnished penny she keeps in her pocket. The girl
slows and stops at the foot of the rusted bridge. The girl is
still, the air is still, the night is still. A mockingbird bursts
into song.
Suddenly alive, the girl whips her head back to see the
silhouette of the bird on top of a listing phone pole. The
mockingbird sings familiar sounds, drawing its notes from
the decaying city: bits of car horns and alarms, a creaky gate,
train whistles, cats in heat, an infant’s wail. The girl’s throat
seizes at this last noise as the bird’s song swells. Woven
among the scratches and honks is an unbroken melody;
the mockingbird asserts its sound beyond and through the
almost deafening roar of living. The bird crescendoes into a
hundred notes and faces the moon.
The girl sees the lot that surrounds the phone pole, wires
snapped and hanging desultorily in the breezeless night. The
deep lot is flanked by rotting, low-lying storefronts no longer
offering their latkes and empanadas and pierogies. Bricks
and bottles, letters and torn photographs, crates and plastic
bags surround an analog television set, overturned shopping
cart and an absurdly enormous tire. A lone sapling has
pushed bravely through the gravel. The girl begins to work
without plan or thought, her sudden energy almost alarming
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her, but she moves past this. The cart is turned upright next
to three towers of balanced crates. Bottles are lined up in
front of the bricks, and the girl gives up attempting to move
the tire after a laudable try. She sticks all the bits of envelopes
and newspapers and eviction notices on a dowel rod and
stakes it firmly by the television.
At some point, when the day is less night than morning,
she heads back to her place. She finds the buckets, jars, and
tubes of paint where she left them huddled in a closet five
years and seven months ago. She gathers them all up without
sentiment or metaphor and heads back to the lot as the
world grows less dim in the predawn. She breathes deeply
through her nose as she stirs and shakes the crusted paints
back to life and dips her brush into the color. A wheelless
wheelbarrow becomes cerulean blue. The unmovable tire is
now bright scarlet and she gives the shopping cart a coat of
dusky purple. The mockingbird flutters sleepily on its roost.
As she sprays the towered crates the green of her baby’s
eyes and notices the emerging sun lightly glinting off the
bottles, she remembers the garden shop a block south. As
if in a clichéd summer thriller, the owners ran their shop in
order to hide their business of drugs and whores and stolen
goods. It was closed a few months back after enough people
began to care or gave up caring entirely. The gates were
locked shut and whatever plants managed to grow and live
there continued to exist unabated, grateful for the recent
quiet.
The girl finds the place, wrenches open a loose length of
chain-link fence, and wedges herself in. She works her way
to the back through snaking tendrils and shoots. The air is
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hazy; sunlight filters softly through broad-leaved vines that
arc up the fence and over the shop’s awning. A forget-me-not
stretches upright out of a fallen pot. Feckless petunias reach
over black-eyed Susans. Phlox streams across the walkway
and sunflowers lift toward the sky, fighting against zinnias
and joe-pye weeds. The girl grabs pots and troughs and bins
of plants and places them in a three-wheeled wagon. She
jerks it toward her fence gap, careful not to trample coleus or
cosmos.
Walking back to her lot, clouds laying shadows on
her face as the wind brushes them across the sun, the girl
sees a small boy squatting, hands on knees, beaming at the
eggplant-hued shopping cart. As he sees her approach, he
straightens and looks at her, head slightly cocked. The girl
sizes him up; he can’t be more than six and could use a bath
and a sandwich. The girl is not surprised to see him. Kids
roam the city like strays, their parents home in a dark room,
eyes rolling in their heads after a hit. The boy walks over and
looks in her wagon. He pulls out a potted aster and looks up
at her. “Where’s your shovel?”
The girl pauses, realizing that she has no tools. She lopes
back to the shop and grabs a shovel and spade. She turns
toward the fence, but reaches down for a smaller shovel as
an afterthought. The boy is still at the lot poking at the bottle
line, and the girl finds herself strangely relieved. She pushes
this fleeting thought into her mind’s attic, where other
unneeded feelings—surprise, anticipation, contentment,
hope—lie dormant under sticky cobwebs. She hands the boy
the smaller shovel and lifts a purple coneflower from the
wagon. The boy bends down to dig four shallow holes, but
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stops to watch the mockingbird preen itself on the sapling.
The boy spies the paints and brushes near the crates and
turns to the girl. “I don’t want to dig. I’m gonna paint the
walls. The walls are bigger than all my paper. I’ll paint a bird
and a tree. I love yellow and red. Can you open this jar?”
Startled by the words, the girl remembers a room from
almost six years ago. The walls are buttercream and painted
with red birds trailing loops above the crib. No. No. No. The
girl opens the jar and shows the boy how to get just enough
paint on the brush so that the color does not streak down
the wall to the dirt. A siren wails to the north. A dog howls
dolorously. The sound of a fight—a man’s sharp staccato
punctuating a woman’s keening falsetto—drifts from an
open window across the road. Sweat beads on the girl’s neck
as she bends beneath the sun to dig, plant, and cover the
flowers with warm earth. Bleeding hearts and daisies spring
up through the tire, and a pot of impatiens rests jauntily on
the television. The girl glances over toward the boy. The wall
now has great splashes of orange and azure. The girl makes
out a man and a woman holding hands. A bicycle. A bird. A
fish in a river. A tree that trails off into the crumbling bricks.
The boy perches on top of a drawer-less dresser to add
a violet nest to his tree’s branches. The girl stands and looks
around her. Her space is now a jumble of shapes—a riot of
hues—tones that pulse with light compared to the muted
shades of the streets and buildings and refuse that form the
world around it. The girl approaches the wall, shakes the dirt
off her hands, and picks up a brush. She paints the boy high
in the tree, slightly crouched, hesitant but alive, ready to
spread his arms, leap, and fly. The boy watches the girl paint,
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head cocked once again. “My daddy says boys don’t fly. That
I’m a stupid shit. But I know he’s wrong.”
The girl looks down at the boy, smaller from her height
on the dresser. She rubs her jaw line and blows low out of
her mouth, stepping down to the ground. “You’ll fly. We’ll all
fly.”
The sun heads west, a yoke slipping down the aging
water tower whose faded sign reads: “The Friendliest City
in the South.” A car turns left and slows in front of the lot.
A window opens and a man’s expressionless face peers
out. Another man sits in the passenger seat while a third
smokes in the back, window half down, apathetic. The car
is hard angles, its passengers are lines. The men exist on
a plane without colors, a place where life is a commodity:
not more, not less. They saw her at the garden center and
assumed she was involved in the problem with the drugs
and the whores; or maybe they didn’t. The circumstance
throbs with indifference. The loud pop is almost muffled
by the sudden scream of tires. The sun dips lower, sliced by
the tower’s rusted legs. The girl places her hand to her chest
and watches vermillion snake over the creases of her fingers.
Her other hand wipes a wisp of hair out of her mouth. She
looks steadily at the boy, his brush still gripped tightly in his
outstretched hand.
The fall is a release, time coiling back on itself and
coming to rest in the here and now. The girl crumples into
the earth like an S, one arm out, palm facing the sky. The
bird drops like a falling arrow. The girl feels the bird, eight
pin pricks on her wrist; she finds herself surprised at how
heavy the thing is. The mockingbird raises its head, opens its
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beak, and sings. The bird’s voice stretches louder, a growing
noise to claim all things known and unknown—a rush of
sound that floods the firmament with impossible notes, the
oldest notes in the world. The song fills the girl until she is
bursting with color and light. She spreads her wings, lifts her
chin, and flies.
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Amber, Twice

Brandon James Courtney

I.
One breast, echolalia
of another.
Your spine, arching,
an architecture.
Once, as if an omen,
your lover
baptized his tongue
with liquor.
With irrational faith,
he named you
among deer, vaulting
through nightbloom Cereus, thorns.
A doe, you leapt
into blades obedient
mirror, sectiled,
blood enough to shine
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II.
Shadows, sparks, carve
a skull
with her abattoir bones:
horns from hollow
poolings, collarbones
in bas-relief.
From hunger, erosion—
her hips hold
medallions of light. Silver
tongued.
Goldenrod. It’s no miracle
she rusts,
no miracle onyx, rook,
cervine eyes
steal darkness, midnight
from her flesh.
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The Caretaker
Miles Allan

When I was young and before I’d met Paige, I found
a beating heart on Locust Street. It was tucked away in a
corner of the library steps, a little bit dusty but otherwise
fine. I cradled it gently in my cupped hands, feeling the soft
lub-dub of each beat against my palms. It felt tougher than
I’d expected a heart to feel. For a brief moment I wondered
whose it was, or if it was anyone’s at all. I scoured through
dozens of books that day and discovered that it was human,
and I memorized all the parts—or tried to at least.
That evening, I ran it under the faucet to clean it off. I let
the water flow in and watched as a few beats later it would
spurt out in the other direction. That first night it began to beat
savagely, thrashing like mad. I lied awake in bed all night,
dizzy, fearing it might explode. There were the long, feverish
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nights when it seemed as if it would never beat normally
again. I kept it in my pocket for a few days, showing it off to
my friends, but I never let them touch it. “This heart is mine
alone,” I would whisper to myself. Every night when I washed
the day’s grime off of it, I watched it pump water in and out,
over and over.
But a few days later it started slowing down, deflating,
and throbbing off-tempo. I didn’t know what to do, so I ended
up buying it an aquarium; it seemed like the right way to keep
it healthy. It was still beating so slowly I thought it might be
broken, so I bought it a few things for its new home. I laid
down a pile of glass baubles, the ones of different colors, and
a treasure chest that bubbled. It seemed to perk up a bit, but
only once did it beat as quickly and as feverishly as it did that
first night. Instead it would beat soft and slow, and the water
would flow through it tenderly.
The day I went to college, I took it with me, and everyone
wanted to see the kid who had a heart for a pet. One weekend,
we had a big party in our dorm room, and people poured beer
and extinguished cigarette butts in the aquarium. When I
woke up the next morning, the water was a slate-gray color,
and the heart was beating very weakly. I scooped it out and
rinsed it off and cleaned out the tank and boiled the toys and
pebbles and bought a filter system and set it back gingerly.
And it continued to beat.
But not for long. A few days later, I was studying with
Paige, a girl in my American History class. She mentioned
that she’d never seen one before, and I told her how, when
I’d first looked up the parts, I’d called them the a-or-tum and
the pe-ri-card-a-mom. She laughed, and it made me laugh
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at myself. When she came close to the aquarium it started
beating swiftly like it had that first night. So I offered it to her,
and she cupped her palms as though I was pouring water. The
heart slipped into her hands and shattered as if it were made
of glass. I stared at her and she stared at me, and for a moment
we were both quiet. And that’s when I noticed the stars in her
eyes.
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Tincture Rode Your Note to Dry Cleaners
Laura Nesbit

He treated me like tape-balls burping
turpentine, like elbows, knees of tape-balls
burping turpentine, stripping paint from painting,
paint from wall, while you removed my shoes
for me and movies gardeniaed room. Soda-watersleep in friend-proffered bed, left fluorites,
pyrites, citrines in your sheets.
Sky behind eyes, and returned,
for in venetian’s dust vine-charcoal-spirits
marveled at your gentles.
Silks, wools, linens—no crepe, tulle, or lemons—work.
Rhubarb shadows through strangers’ clothes.
Found your note, stopped short the stapler.
So long quavered in anserine answering to voice
vanished from phone. Noon sleet replete on
small crackles of note.
Color-wheels splashing out our pillows. Requited quiet,
soda-water snow. Blushed I lion-colors against your
lion-colored hair. Requited quiet salting solitude of
turpentine dawns for later morning.
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Pornographic Scrutiny
Aaron D. Wiegert

On the dirt path, thorns tear at skin,
Pulling us closer
To count the feet of a centipede
Dragging home a buzzless corpse.
Fire-stripped oaks rest on their cousins,
Halfway to bridging the muddy banks.
The dog’s after squirrels.
Collecting ticks, I scratch my head.
Nude in the bedroom, she has a new scab
And every brush is suspect.
Hair combed and parted
She lays back, blood gathers on her thigh.
Moles and freckles are mapped and poked
With the scrutiny of a gloveless physical.
I find a fleck, a starving mite
Basking on the brim of blood,
Begging for trial by fire.
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Car Fire

Jamin Mycal Hardenbrook

Nick is lost in his own mind again. He set a parked car
on fire two blocks down on Third and Walnut. The one
stop sin shop is at the end of his tunnel vision, fifty yards
ahead. The icy sidewalk and dark, moonless night are small
obstacles to overcome until the warmth of the liquor store
embraces him. As he stumbles in from the windy outdoors,
the rusty bell jingles. Time stops.
In the bright florescent lights, the first thing Nick’s
blurry vision focuses upon is a tall man standing statuesque
in front of the cashier. The man’s arm is extended, a revolver
steady in hand. The cashier’s pale face snaps Nick’s direction,
in sync with that of the tall, obvious robber’s. For what seems
like a year, but is only eight seconds, the odd trio exchanges
shocked expressions.
“Nick?” The unmasked burglar suddenly blurts out.
“What, what are you doin’ here?” The burglar’s question
echoes throughout Nick’s spinning mind. Nick isn’t sure
if it’s the mixture of gasoline on his sweatshirt and cheap
vodka in his stomach, or the fact that his A.A. sponsor is
holding a loaded weapon in the clerk’s face. But Nick needs
to vomit.
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Epistle for her Inheritance
Emily Griffin

Dear Rebecca,
I’ve seen you wrestling
that beast called sleep,
curled into yourself
cradling the rock that lies
heavy in your pit.
Your hands balled into fists.
I don’t have to open them
to know that
to which you hold
so tightly.
Beneath your eyelids
a specter,
haunting you like a
familiar song.
You don’t just know him,
you cling to him,
a window
made of unfulfilled promises.
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This is a restlessness I know well.
The inability to fall into peace
when pieces of yourself are missing.
Sister,
It is a broken notion
to call those glass shards
in your grip
love.
But we do.
Pretend they are his way
of telling you the separation
is killing him too.
Now our palms read like battlefields.
The stories they tell
just illusions
of a war lost to disease.
This sickness is not love.
His name itching on your tongue,
just a symptom.
The symphony of his voice
looping endlessly in your brain
like a fever unable to break.
We, Rebecca, are just another
generation of trying to know
the difference between
happiness and a fix.
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It is simple to recognize
addiction
from the bottom of a bottle
or the tip of the syringe.
It is hard to see when the
remnants of a binge
are fingertips pressed
firmly into skin
I know
the feeling of phantom limbs
that get up to go home
before the light.
I know the incessant
waves of want
when it’s been too long.
Relapse into old habits,
and the ease of giving in.
Echoes of former transgressions
faded into reverberating
forgiveness.
Rebecca,
I know the weight of that rock
anchoring you to motionlessness.
I know the mark of a girl
lost in disease.
I know what’s in your hand
as you seduce sleep.
Your body, ruins
in a museum of disorder.
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And some nights
I crawl into your bed and
hold you in my arms,
taking your hand in mine.
I’ve been pulling slivers
from your palm as you sleep
so they stop swimming
through your veins.
I know how pervasive it all can be.
Rebecca,
I never wanted this for you.
I know the permanency of this suffering,
how it will always find its way between you
and all you wish to hold close.
It is poison in the blood stream.
It is a heart stretched so inside out
it has never seen its own face.
It is a cancer.
It will take your life if you let it.
But you know that.
That’s why the fragments of glass feel like home.
That’s why you let them stay.
Some things feel better than being alone.
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But someday,
Rebecca,
you’ll stop seeing these scars
for how they’ve hurt you
and accept them
for how they’ve healed.
Love is not what you long to have
but what you aspire to be.
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The Apotropaic Weathervane
Steve Gronert Ellerhoff

There it was, perched on top of the Winnebago in the
gravel lot overlooking the spillway, its directionals marking
the cardinal points. Above, pointed into the northwest wind,
a Native American brave stood with an arrow set to fly from
his bow. The ornament charmed her the first time she saw
it atop a barn on her inaugural visit to what had been Mr.
White’s farm. It was a charming piece, unlike anything she
had ever encountered on her weekend antiquing jaunts
around the state. Hand-hammered copper clouded all over
with verdigris, the figure was more than two feet tall and
still in fine condition despite its age. A blanket covered the
brave’s shoulders, about to fall free, its right arm extended
at bow’s length and its left bent into a wing—string taut and
arrow straight. Atop his head he wore a hair roach with a
single feather arcing back. One could even make out beads
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strung from his ears, and on the blackened medallion hung
around his neck was the profile of a face. The weathervane
bore that folksy, nineteenth-century, prairie-life authenticity
that appealed so much to collectors like her. She wanted
it even before a search online for similar pieces revealed
a weathervane not unlike this one had sold at auction in
England for three and a half million pounds, which she
knew would be even more in dollars, conversion rates
favoring British sterling.
Today, a blustery April day, the weathervane was not
only moored to a new roof, its clouds of aqua-green patina
had lifted. The Native American archer stood pink and
gleaming with his silver medallion catching the sun like
mirror glass. She’d never imagined the medallion might
be another metal, tarnished as it had been from reporting
which way the wind was blowing for 150 years.
The old fool had had it cleaned or, even worse, had done
it himself. She DVRed the appraisal shows on PBS and cable.
She knew it constituted high treason against the worth of an
item to go and clean it, especially oneself.
Marsha Blubaugh leaned back from the windshield,
pulled the key from the ignition, and got out of her Altima.
Mr. White had the game turned up so loudly she could
hear it from her car. “Old farmers and their baseball,” she
muttered, fetching from the seat beside her a clipboard
with documentation she had brought for the same purpose
lawmen in the Old West paired petticoats with pistols:
intimidation via prestige. This wasn’t the Old West, of
course—this was the Midwest—but the bank manager knew
today’s adversary would be playing by old rules.
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She stood tall, ran a finger inside the collar of her white
turtleneck to center the cross necklace hanging from its lip,
and swatted a bit of lint from her suit jacket with the nails
on her de-ringed left hand. She shut the custom detailed car
door

and walked up to the relic of a camper, its 1970 make casting
it more state fair food truck than recreational vehicle.
A winsome breeze made the weathervane whine; the low
squeal thrilled her. Authenticity!
She rapped on the camper door five loud times, fighting
against the ball game for the attention of Mr. White’s ageimpaired inner ear. She rapped five times more and he called
out.
“Door’s open!”
She turned the handle and lost balance when it swung
out freely. Righting herself, she stepped in and found Mr.
White dressed too warmly for the day in a black turtleneck,
a red flannel shirt, and heavy brown corduroy trousers. He
sat sideways in the built-in dinette booth, concentrating so
keenly on the game that every long line in his face creased
longer.
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“Oh for cryin’ out loud,” he complained at sight of
Marsha Blubaugh. “I thought it was the kid down the way
back with my beans-n-weenies!” The look on his face, its
lines and his blue-blue eyes tightening on her, was just what
she expected. He ran a palm over his rusty hair, not a strand
of gray in it, twisted a finger in one furry ear, and clasped his
hands between his knees.
“How are you doing, Mr. White?” she shouted over the
ball game. He had it on the TV in the bay over the driver’s
seat, muted, with radio coverage blaring from the dash.
“Cubs’re playin’!”
“I hear that,” she said. “What quarter is it?”
“What what?”
“What quarter?”
He rung his hands. “You don’t know a damned thing
about damned things, do you! It’s the fifth inning! Bottom of
the fifth!”
“I see!”
“Playin’ the Brewers,” he said. “They’re a Major League
Baseball team from Milkwaukee! That’s a city up there in
Wisconsin! Wisconsin’s a state, thirtieth in the nation!”
“Thanks for the lesson,” she snapped, leaning between
the front seats and killing the radio.
“Hey! Put that back on!” He pulled himself onto his
eighty-seven-year-old legs and shoved her aside with more
strength than she had thought he would have. Still, one
hand on the driver’s headrest for support, he couldn’t quite
reach the volume dial on the dash. “First ya take what’s left
of a man’s farm, his ancestral plot, then you show up where
what-he’s-got-left and take his ball game!”
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“Mr. White…”
“Out! Get out! You weren’t invited and you’re not
welcome.” He made to yell and charge like a fusty old goat,
flustering her down the three steps. She swung outside with
the door, her pumps landing on gravel.
“I’m here,” she marshaled herself, “to discuss a
discrepancy that’s come to my attention regarding the state
of the property when we took possession this morning.”
He leaned outside after her and shook his head. “Do
you listen to yourself talkin’ that way and ever think, ‘I’m
nuttier’n a pet coon?’ ‘Cause you are. You’re nuttier’n a pet
coon.”
She shadowed her brow with the clipboard and pointed
over Mr. White’s head at the weathervane. “That doesn’t
belong to you anymore.”
“What doesn’t?”
“You know very well what I’m pointing at, Mr. White.”
“Can’t say that I do.”
She lowered the clipboard and flipped a couple of pages
over the top. “Mr. White, that weathervane is a defining
characteristic of the barn that now belongs to Appanoose
Savings & Trust. It’s as much a part of the property as the
hundred-year-old oaks or the paved drive.”
“As am I,” said Cecil White, and a shift in the wind
turned the bright, copper Indian southeast. “My mother,
who’s buried under one of them oaks, popped me out in the
front bedroom there. Summers growin’ up you’d’ve seen a
yellow streak all down the house under my window ‘cause I
couldn’t be bothered going all the way to the outhouse—the
outhouse I had to tend till I hooked up the sewer after the
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war. My blood, piss, shit, and dandruff are part and parcel
of that piece of land going way back well farther than you
can imagine. You see these lines through my face? You know
where those come from? It’s not just from being eightyeight next October. That comes on account of my ancient
parentage. You know who that Indian is up there?” Marsha
clocked a grasshopper leaping with dashed wings across
the lot, finding it more interesting than the man’s sob story.
“Chief Appanoose, the same this county’s named for and
you’ve got naming your bank. He’s my great-great-ever-sogreat granddad. That medal on his chest there, see it?” The
wind changed and again the sun winked at her from the
medallion’s polished surface.
“Did you try to clean it yourself?”
“One part table salt, two parts lemon juice, and an old
toothbrush.”
She bit down on nothing. “You can’t go cleaning antiques
when you haven’t got any idea what you’re dealing with!”
“Oh you know all about that weathervane.” He crossed
his arms and leaned against the jamb. “Let’s hear it then. Tell
us all about that medal round Appanoose’s neck.”
He had her. But then, she hadn’t had a chance to get it
appraised yet, which was most definitely not her fault. “It’s of
a different metal than the rest.”
“Uh huh?”
“The rest is copper.” He covered his mouth with his
hand. “Might be silver…or nickel.”
Old Cecil White scowled. “The medal is none other than
the Peace Medallion presented to my great-great-ever-sogreat granddad in Boston by President Van Buren in 1837.
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He left it to my great-great granny, whose husband worked
the land and worked that medal into that there copper
likeness of his father-in-law—and it’s stood ‘top every barn
on my family’s farm since before the Civil War.”
She breasted the clipboard and watched the bright pink
Indian waggle in the breeze as if aiming his arrow. The
history made her want it even more. “Mr. White,” she said,
reining her excitement, “Wouldn’t you feel better about this
remarkable piece of Iowa history if it were safe in the hands
of the community? You’ve no living family. It’ll likely end up
in my hands at the bank anyway—the bank named for your
great-great grandfather.”
“Oh no ya don’t. You already took my home.”
“You had ample time to rectify your delinquency.”
The Indian pointed west.
“My history stays with me!”
“Yes, and that weathervane now belongs to the bank.”
The Indian spun east.
“No, no. I won’t do like Appanoose. I’m handin’ over
nothin’.”
“It isn’t yours anymore!” The Indian tracked steady with
the wind and settled on her, as if drawing a bead. “I don’t
know where you get off, claiming you’re Native American,
like that’s the excuse that’ll just throw property laws out
the window. Give me a flippin’ break,” she huffed. “That
weathervane belongs to Appanoose Savings & Trust Bank.
Now you’re going to help me get it off the roof of your rust
bucket camper right now, in one piece—intact—or I’ll get
Sheriff O’Brien down here, to the dam here, and he and I’ll
both take it down faster than you can don your headdress
and light your little peace pipe!”
A copper PRING rang out.
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She fell backwards, struck, onto her car. Pain through
her face, she saw only through her left eye. Her fingers felt
at a cold shaft lodged in her right eye socket before floating
back into view syrupped with blood. The Assistant Vice
Manager moaned and lifted her head. The shining antique
Indian wheezed east into profile.
Its bow stood empty.
The old man scuttled down the steps and gawked,
drawing a line with his forefinger from Marsha up to the
weathervane. “Criminently…”
Her head dropped and hit the hood. She heard the ball
game cranked loud. She heard the Winnebago’s 318 Dodge
engine turn over like a black bear waking in spring. And as
the flatulence of wheels on gravel faded in her ears, Marsha
Blubaugh, against her own judgment, died.
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Darwin’s Narcissus
Brandon James Courtney

Of the nights
you stood in front
of Caravaggio’s
painting, its rococo
frame, and studied
narcissus in bloom
at the kill’s ledge,
sure that his mouth,
plagiarized
in a rippleless pool,
would meet water
and shatter his
reflection with a kiss,
did you think of Annie,
how she ran a fine
toothed comb through
your hair just days
before fever outgrew her
flesh, before hospital
sheets coffined her
body? In that moment,
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perched above her
convalescence bed,
your face was the heaven
she entered. And you
were Narcissus,
buoyed over an image
of yourself: the way
her mouth, like yours,
anchored into a pout,
the sickled curve
of her jaw, a lash of hair
collared around her throat,
every bone a bone
you’d gifted her.
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